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Awarding body
Glyndŵr University
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Teaching institution
Inchbald School of Design

3

Award titles
BA (Hons) Architectural Interior Design
BA (Hons) Garden Design
BA (Ord) Architectural Interior Design
BA (Ord) Garden Design
Dip HE Architectural Interior Design
Dip HE Garden Design
Cert HE Design
Glyndŵr Certificate in Interior Design and Decoration
Glyndŵr Certificate in Garden Design

4

Exit awards available
BA (Hons) / BA (Ord) / Dip HE Architectural Interior Design
BA (Hons) / BA (Ord) / Dip HE Garden Design
Cert HE Design
Glyndŵr Certificate in Interior Design and Decoration
Glyndŵr Certificate in Garden Design

5

Professional, Statutory or Regulatory Body (PSRB) accreditation
Please list any PSRBs associated with the proposal
None

6

JACS3 code
BA (Hons) Architectural Interior Design - K110, BA (Hons) Garden Design - K340

7

UCAS code
TBC

8

Relevant QAA subject benchmark statement/s
Architecture 2010 / Landscape Architecture 2016 / Art and Design 2016

9

Other external and internal reference points used to inform the programme
outcomes
British Institute of Interior Design / Society of Garden Designers
Professional Advisory Panel

10

Mode of study
Full time

11

Language of study
English
Office use only

Date of validation
event:
Date of approval by
Academic Board:

28 June 2017
31 July 2017

Validation period:
Date of revision:

5 years from September 2017
Jan 18 – administrative correction of ARA611 from 40 credits to 60
credits as approved at validation and additional clarification of
delivery and assessment schedules.

12 Criteria for admission to the programme
Standard entry criteria
UK entry qualifications
Glyndŵr University’s entry requirements will be followed
http://www.glyndwr.ac.uk/en/Undergraduatecourses/UCAStariffchange2017/
Standard entry requirements for both BA (Hons) Programmes is 112 UCAS Tariff
points at GCE A Level or equivalent.
International entry qualifications
Qualifications outlined on the National Academic Recognition and Information Centre
(NARIC) as equivalent to the above UK entry qualification.
Programme specific requirements
Applicants are expected to have a portfolio or other evidence to demonstrate a
contextual awareness of the subject applied for, and to have evidence of creative and
imaginative ability.
This will be expected at interview or for inspection by admission tutors if an interview is
not possible.
Different qualifications are considered, including Scottish Higher, Irish Leaving
Certificate, the Welsh Baccalaureate, the International Baccalaureate, Access courses,
BTEC, VCE, GNVQ, A and AS levels as well as other overseas qualifications. In general,
these need to be the equivalent of at least 112 UCAS Tariff points. These entry
requirements are for guidance and reflect the general level of applicants to whom offers
are made, but all applicants are considered on an individual basis and motivation and
commitment are considered alongside academic requirements.
Students are expected to fund additional expenses for resources (lap top, drawing
board etc. in the region of £1800.00) prior to commencement of the programme. All
additional expenses will be clearly communicated to prospective applicants.
Non-standard entry criteria
(e.g. industry experience)
The programme team welcomes applications from anyone who can demonstrate a
commitment to the subject and the potential to complete their chosen programme
successfully. This can be established by showing appropriate academic achievements
or by demonstrating that they possess the knowledge and ability equivalent to the
academic qualifications.
Students applying to study the Glyndŵr Certificate in Interior Design and Decoration or
the Glyndŵr Certificate in Garden Design Similar will need to meet the entry
requirements above.
English language requirements
The University’s English language requirements are set out at
http://www.glyndwr.ac.uk/en/Howtoapply/Readytoapply/

☐

Undergraduate
In addition to the academic entry requirements, all applicants whose first language is
not English or Welsh must demonstrate English language proficiency.
European students are able to provide this evidence in a number of ways (please see
http://www.glyndwr.ac.uk/en/Europeanstudents/entryrequirements/ for details),
including IELTS, with an overall score of 6.0 and no component below 5.5.
International students require a UKVI Approved Secure English Language Test (SELT),
achieving an overall score of 6.0 with no component below 5.5 (please see
http://www.glyndwr.ac.uk/en/Internationalstudents/EntryandEnglishLanguageRequirem
ents/ for details). If arranging a test, applicants must ensure they book an 'IELTS for
UKVI' test. For further information see: http://takeielts.britishcouncil.org/ielts-ukvi/bookielts-ukvi. Applicants are asked to note that only an IELTS for UKVI test result will be
accepted.

☐

Postgraduate
N/A

13 Recognition of Prior (Experiential) Learning
Programme specific requirements
Applicants may enter the programme at various levels with Recognition of Prior
Learning (RPL) or Recognition of Prior Experiential learning (RPEL) in accordance
with the University General Regulations.
Students who have been awarded the Glyndŵr Certificate in Interior Design and
Decoration or the Glyndŵr Certificate in Garden Design will be eligible to enter the full
BA (Hons) Architectural Interior Design or BA (Hons) Garden Design via advanced
standing.

14 Aims of the programme
Communication skills are key elements of design subject disciplines, in both graphic
terms and verbal/written presentations. These key skills enhance the employability of
the student.
In order to develop these communicative skills, the aims of the programmes are to:
1. Promote the attainment of the skills and knowledge required to gain
appropriate professional status in the design discipline.
2. Encourage in depth design analysis and independent thinking.
3. Develop research skills in support of design training and practice, and facilitate
progression to higher studies.
4. Encourage individuality and creative excellence in all design work
Specific aims for the BA (Hons) Architectural Interior Design programme are to:


Promote rigor, professionalism and excellence in the realisation of interior
spaces.





Encourage the advancement of lived-in environments and the way we live and
experience them.
Question the meaning and limits of the term 'interior', considering both
speculative and real conditions.
Provide client based learning experiences to develop employability.

Specific aims for the BA (Hons) Garden Design programme are to:




Develop skills to effectively work with prospective clients, consultants and
landscaping contracting companies in the pursuance and realisation of garden
design commissions.
Make a valuable and creative contribution within the profession, in garden
design or multi-disciplinary design practices; or as self-employed designers.
Examine, analyse and develop the role and importance of social, cultural and
economic influences in past and present landscapes and in the creation of
sustainable landscapes for the future.

15 Distinctive features of the programme
The Inchbald School of Design is dedicated to the education of professional interior
and garden designers. By collaborating with Glyndŵr University, the Inchbald School
of Design aims to further teach levels of excellence in design awareness, analysis and
practice to enable the graduates to perform successfully in their chosen workplace.
The Inchbald School holds a unique position among schools specialising in design
and enjoys a world class reputation.
Students will benefit from a tutor to student ratio of 1:8, facilitated by an average of
between 20 to 25 hours per week of direct studio contact time that underpins the
intensive learning program.
The School has, since its inception, benefitted from the support of many of the leading
interior and garden design practices facilitating work observation, experience,
internships and employment opportunities.
The Interior Architectural Design Faculty also enjoys links with the International
Interior Designers Association (IIDA); the Association provides a forum for both
students and professionals to demonstrate designers’ impact on the health, safety,
well-being of the public, balancing passion for good design and strategy for best
business practices.
Architectural Interior Design has emerged as a distinct profession over the last thirtyfive years, growing out of the two related disciplines of Architecture and Interior
Decoration. The Inchbald School of Design pioneered interior design training in the
UK, concentrating on a course that specialised in:



domestic design and decoration
history of design and decoration

Garden Design education at Inchbald started in 1976, as a distinct subject separate
from Landscape Architecture, and recognising the synthesis between the residential
space and its surroundings and developing a complete approach to the domestic
environment.
The undergraduate degrees will enable the Inchbald School to recruit students at an
earlier stage in their education, to a validated programme of study, with a view to

developing their comprehension of design, ability to communicate verbally and
visually to a level considered appropriate for the professions and as a preparation for
Level 7 studies (currently validated at Inchbald School of Design by Glyndŵr
University).
Relevance to the work place:
Both programmes have been designed by the teaching team and offer experience
across all areas of the architectural interior design and garden design sector. Current
planning policy and the changing nature of interior and garden design have been
taken into account when revising the curriculum to help the employability of the
students upon completion of studies. This aligns with a key aspect of Glyndŵr
University’s contribution to the UK economy.
Skills for the workplace:
The skills and knowledge that students gain through undertaking these programmes
are applicable not only to the situations experienced whilst completing their studies
but also extend to any future work opportunities they may be offered. This is a key
element underpinning module design in both disciplines.
Consolidating previous experience and learning:
Students want their past and current experiences acknowledged and the chance to
enhance those experiences in the light of new learning. They also value the
opportunity to learn from each other. This programme is market led, rather than
product driven, in line with the University’s mission to widen access to high quality
teaching at a university level.
Linking theory to practice:
External partners express the importance of embedding theory into practice, which
supports the gaining of new knowledge and skills to underpin existing experience.
Programme modules allow the introduction and analysis of theoretical elements of
study, which are then applied in periods of studio practice. Studio practice is an
important strategy of consolidating the learning materials introduced to students, that
is expected to be evident in future works as the students progress through levels of
study.

16 Programme structure narrative
The programmes are designed as a highly intensive learning opportunities, enabling
students to study the discipline in depth, aiming at a professional level by completion.
This requires a minimum attendance of 4 days per week with taught sessions
between 10:00 and 16:00 on workdays. Unsupervised study is in addition, and
enables the student to study flexibly within the notional learning time.
The programmes are delivered on a full time basis at the Inchbald School of Design
and have been designed to recognise the particular constraints associated with the
Inchbald School of Design, as a small independent provider of high quality education
in Design. The comparatively small premises comprising both faculties (campuses)
are in central London, close to Victoria Station and Sloane Square. There is one

annual entry point in May on to the Cert/Dip HE and BA (Hons/Ord) programmes.
Students may choose to undertake the Level 4 modules: Introduction to Design (40
credits) and Research and Learning Skills (20 Credits) as a stand-alone short course
which will allow them to achieve a Glyndŵr Certificate in Interior Design and
Decoration or Glyndŵr Certificate in Garden Design. There are three entry points for
the Glyndŵr certificates in May, September and January.
Students who have been awarded the Glyndŵr Certificate in Interior Design and
Decoration or the Glyndŵr Certificate in Garden Design will be eligible to enter the full
BA (Hons) Architectural Interior Design or BA (Hons) Garden Design via advanced
standing.
The university regulations for award and progression will be implemented;


A student who achieves 120 credits at level 4 or above will be awarded the
Cert HE Design



A student who achieves 240 credits, of which a minimum of 120 credits must
be at level 5 or above will be awarded the Dip HE Architectural Interior Design
or the Dip HE Garden Design depending on their programme of study.

In general terms, the curriculum is structured so that modules are designed to explore
complex and challenging concepts as well as providing opportunities for consolidation
and breadth. Students will be encouraged to develop more questioning and selfreliant attitudes as the levels of study are achieved. The following set out key areas
developed throughout the learning experiences:
· subject material;
· independent thought and judgment;
· skills in research, critical evaluation and analysis;
· leadership, team working and networking skills;
· critical investigations of the relationship between theory and practice.
Students are encouraged to undertake voluntary work experience during the holiday
periods. This is supported by the programme team’s extensive network of potential
employers and any subsequent student voluntary works are followed up with both
employer and student questionnaires to evaluate the experience, however, the
experience is non-credit bearing.
These work experiences are not compulsory and the students undertake the
experience for networking and advanced employment opportunities. There is no
formal placement within this curriculum.
Consideration of student results
Results will be considered at an assessment board as below;
Progression to L5
 Jan/Feb Assessment Board – 120 L4 credits attempted
 Students permitted to trail 40 credits into next level





Resubmission of trailed module to September board to be considered with
level 5 modules
Only two attempts at each module
Refer more than 40 credits leads to repeat year

Progression to L6
 January Assessment Board – 120 L5 credits attempted
 Only two attempts at each module
 If students have not achieved 120 credits, a maximum of 80 level 5 credits can
be re-taken between October and December
 More than 80 credits outstanding, students must repeat year, re-joining level 5
in January
 Resit Boards January/February, students must have achieved 120 credits at
level 5 to progress to level 6
 Students allowed to trail 40 credits from Level 5 to Level 6, providing attempts
are remaining
Completion of L6
 September Assessment Board – 120 L6 credits attempted
 Only two attempts at each module
 If students have not achieved 120 credits, a maximum of 80 level 6 credits can
be re-taken between October and December
 More than 80 credits outstanding, students must repeat year, re-joining level 6
in January

17 Programme structure diagram

Trimester 3 (May to Sept)

Level 4
Architectural Interior Design
Mod title

Introduction to Design

Mod title

Mod code

ARA401
New
40
Core
Piers Northam

Mod code

Mod title

Introduction to Design

Mod title

Mod code

ARA401
New
40
Core
Marcus Green

Mod code

New/Existing
Credit value
Core/Option
Mod leader

New/Existing
Credit value
Core/Option
Mod leader

Research and Learning
Skills
ARA402
New
20
Core
Alan Hughes

Garden Design

New/Existing
Credit value
Core/Option
Mod leader

New/Existing
Credit value
Core/Option
Mod leader

Research and Learning
Skills
ARA402
New
20
Core
Andrew Duff

Architectural Interior Design
Mod title

Trimester 1 (Sept to Jan)

Mod code
New/Existing
Credit value
Core/Option
Mod leader

Skills for Design
ARA403
New
40
C
Tony Taliadoros

Mod title

Skills for Design
ARA403
New
40
C
Andrew Duff

Mod title
Mod code

Mod code
New/Existing
Credit value
Core/Option
Mod leader

Initial Design
ARA404
New
20
C
Alan Hughes

Garden Design
Mod title
Mod code
New/Exist
Credit value
Core/Option
Mod leader

New/Exist
Credit value
Core/Option
Mod leader

Initial Design
ARA404
New
20
C
Marcus Green

Trimester 2 (Feb to May)

Level 5
Architectural Interior Design
Communication and
Mod title
Analysis Architectural
Interior Design
Mod code
ARA503
New/Existing
New
Credit value
20
Core/Option
Core
Mod leader
Alan Hughes
Garden Design

Mod title

Architectural Interior Design

Mod code

ARA501
New
40
Core
Alan Hughes

New/Existing
Credit value
Core/Option
Mod leader

Mod leader

Garden Design
Development and
Communication
ARA509
New
40
Core
Andrew Duff

Mod leader

Commercial Architectural
Interior Design and
Structural Analysis
ARA502
New
40
Core
Alan Hughes

Mod title

Hard and Soft Landscaping

Mod title

ARA511
New
40
Core
Marcus Green

Mod title

Garden Design Process Mod title

Mod code

ARA510
New
20
Core
Marcus Green

New/Exist
Credit value
Core/Option
Mod leader

Mod code
New/Exist
Credit value
Core/Option

Level 5
Architectural Interior Design
Mod title

Trimester 3 (Jun to Sept)

Mod code
New/Existing
Credit value
Core/Option
Mod leader

Interior Detail and
Professional Practice
ARA505
New
20
Core
Tony Taliadoros

Garden Design
Mod title
Mod code
New/Existing
Credit value
Core/Option
Mod leader

Professional Practice
for Garden Design
ARA506
New
20
Core
Marcus Green

Mod code
New/Existing
Credit value
Core/Option

Trimester 2 (Feb to May)
Trimester 23 (Jun to Sept)

Level 6
Architectural Interior Design
Mod title
Major Design Project 1
Mod code
ARA611
New/Existing New
Credit value
60
Core/Option
Core
Mod leader
Tony Taliadoros
Garden Design
Mod title
Major Design Project 1
Mod code
ARA611
New/Exist
New
Credit value
60
Core/Option
Core
Mod leader
Marcus Green
Level 6
Architectural Interior Design
Mod title
Major Project Design 2
Mod code
ARA612
New/Existing New
Credit value
40
Core/Option
C
Mod leader
Alan Hughes
Garden Design
Mod title
Major Project Design 2
Mod code
ARA612
New/Existing New
Credit value
40
Core/Option
C
Mod leader
Andrew Duff

Mod title
Mod code
New/Existing
Credit value
Core/Option
Mod leader
Mod title
Mod code
New/Existing
Credit value
Core/Option
Mod leader

Major Project Written Report
ARA613
New
20
C
Alan Hughes
Major Project Written Report
ARA613
New
20
C
Andrew Duff

Programme structure delivery
Levels 4/5 BA (Hons) Architectural Interior Design
LEVEL 4

M
a
y

Ju
n
e

Ju
ly

A
u
g

Se
pt

TRIMESTER
ONE
O
ct

N
ov

D
e
c

TRIMESTER
TWO
J
a
n

F
e
b

M
ar

A
p
ri
l

TRIMESTER THREE
M
ay

Ju
ne

J
u
l
y

Au
g

Intro to Design
L4 (40 credits)
Research &
Learning Skills
L4 (20 credits)
Skills for Design
L4 (40 credits)
Initial Design
L4 (20 credits)
Communication
and Analysis
Architectural
Interior Design
L5 (20 credits)
Architectural
Interior Design
L5 (40 credits)
Interior detail &
Professional
Practice
L5 (20 credits)
Commercial
Architectural
Interior Design
& Structural
Analysis
L5 (40 credits)

Cert HE 120 credits

SEMESTER BREAK REQUIRED TO RECOVER AND PROGRESS
TO L6

TIRMESTER THREE

LEVEL 5

Dip HE 240 credits

Progression to L5
 Jan/Feb Assessment Board – 120 L4 credits attempted
 Students permitted to trail 40 credits into next level
 Resubmission of trailed module to September board to be considered with level 5
modules
 Only two attempts at each module
 Refer more than 40 credits leads to repeat year

Level 6
LEVEL 6
TRIMESTER TWO
Jan

Feb

Mar

TRIMESTER THREE
Apr

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Major Design
Unit 1
L6 (60 credits)
Major Project
Design Unit 2
L6 (40 credits)
Major Project
Written Report
L6 (20 credits)

BA (Hons) 360 credits

Progression to L6
 January Assessment Board – 120 L5 credits attempted
 Only two attempts at each module
 If students have not achieved 120 credits, a maximum of 80 level 5 credits can be retaken between October and December
 More than 80 credits outstanding, students must repeat year, re-joining level 5 in
January
 Resit Boards January/February, students must have achieved 120 credits at level 5 to
progress to level 6
 Students allowed to trail 40 credits from Level 5 to Level 6, providing attempts are
remaining
Completion of L6
 September Assessment Board – 120 L6 credits attempted
 Only two attempts at each module
 If students have not achieved 120 credits, a maximum of 80 level 6 credits can be retaken between October and December
 More than 80 credits outstanding, students must repeat year, re-joining level 6 in
January

Programme structure delivery
Levels 4/5 BA (Hons) Garden Design
LEVEL 4
TIRMESTER THREE
Jun
e

July

Aug

TRIMESTER ONE
Sep
t

Oct

No
v

TRIMESTER TWO
De
c

Jan

Fe
b

Mar

TRIMESTER THREE
Apr
il

Ma
y

Ju
ne

Jul
y

Aug

SEMESTER BREAK REQUIRED TO RECOVER AND
PROGRESS TO L6

Ma
y

LEVEL 5

Intro to Design
(40 credits)
Research &
Learning Skills
(20 credits)
Skills for Design
(40 credits)
Communication
and Analysis
L5 (20 credits)
Garden Design
Process
(20 credits)
Garden Design
development
and
Communication
(40 credits)
Professional
Practice for
Garden Design
(20 credits)
Hard & Soft
Landscaping
(40 credits)

Cert HE 120 credits

Dip HE 240 credits

Progression to L5
 Jan/Feb Assessment Board – 120 L4 credits attempted
 Students permitted to trail 40 credits into next level
 Resubmission of trailed module to September board to be considered with level 5
modules
 Only two attempts at each module
 Refer more than 40 credits leads to repeat year

Level 6
LEVEL 6
TRIMESTER TWO
Jan

Feb

TRIMESTER THREE
Mar

Apr

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Major Design
Unit 1
L6 (60 credits)
Major Garden
Project Design
Unit 2
L6 (40 credits)
Major Project
Written Report
L6 (20 credits)

BA (Hons) 360 credits

Progression to L6
 January Assessment Board – 120 L5 credits attempted
 Only two attempts at each module
 If students have not achieved 120 credits, a maximum of 80 level 5 credits can be retaken between October and December
 More than 80 credits outstanding, students must repeat year, re-joining level 5 in
January
 Resit Boards January/February, students must have achieved 120 credits at level 5 to
progress to level 6
 Students allowed to trail 40 credits from Level 5 to Level 6, providing attempts are
remaining
Completion of L6
 September Assessment Board – 120 L6 credits attempted
 Only two attempts at each module
 If students have not achieved 120 credits, a maximum of 80 level 6 credits can be retaken between October and December
 More than 80 credits outstanding, students must repeat year, re-joining level 6 in
January

18 Intended learning outcomes of the programme
The tables below show an Alpha Numeric code (Eg: B2, C5) in the far left hand column. These codes refer to programme learning outcomes that
are developed throughout the level of the programme (level 4, 5 & 6). Each level of the programme outcome is expressed in the subsequent
columns defining the programme outcome as it gains in complexity and sophistication, building the student’s knowledge, level by level.
BA (Hons) Architectural Interior Design

A1

Knowledge and understanding
Level 4
Appreciate and recognise key
historical and contextual reference
points, for the development of
concepts and ideas.

A2

Develop conceptual solutions to
design problems based on the study
and appreciation of the works of
others.

A3

Recognise key production
processes, and identify key
exponents or applications of the
process within the field of practice.

A4

Identify key examples of design
solutions within a sociocultural
context.

Level 5
Identify and apply historical and
contextual influences through the
development of solutions is to design
problems.

Level 6
Apply and evaluate the influence of
historical and sociocultural
influences in the development of
new ideas and to devise design
solutions to architectural interiors.

Synthesise own ideas with influential
material gathered in the
development and the advancement
of a design solution by investigation
and enquiry into the wider field of
practice.
Understand key production
processes and professional
techniques and practice relevant to
the layout and design of built
environments and the structures
placed within them.
Appreciate and utilise contextual
information in the formation of
concepts in Informing the design
process.

Evaluate the effectiveness of the
design solution by application within
the context of the problem, and in
relation to research materials of
influence.
Demonstrate familiarity with key
production processes of professional
techniques of practice through
familiarity with the application in
developing design solutions to
problems.
Recognise the role of the design
process and the development of
ideas within cultural, political and
social contexts, particularly with
regard to global influences.

Level 6 Honours Degree
Develop deep knowledge of
design and its historical
influences and to recognise
the process through which the
design of architectural interiors
evolved in response to social,
cultural and technological
changes.
Combine research, design and
production skills in the
development of creative ideas
for internal environments and
the objects within them.
To apply, evaluate, and refine
key production processes and
professional techniques of
practice, in the development of
innovative design solutions.
Contextualise and justify
design decisions by reference
to external influences evident
within the design process.
Synthesise sociocultural

Knowledge and understanding
Level 4

Intellectual skills
Level 4
Recognise and comprehend the
relationship between a client and a
practitioner, developing an
appreciation of collaborative design.

Level 5

Level 6

Level 6 Honours Degree
influences with design best
practice.

Level 6
Operate professionally with due
regard to external parameters, such
as legislation and the needs of third
parties, in the development and the
advancement of design solutions.

Level 6 Honours Degree
Innovate creative and
individualistic solutions to
design problems, incorporating
the requirements of third
parties and stakeholders.

Develop individual and imaginative
solutions as response to themes,
ideas and narratives.

Analyse and evaluate the
effectiveness of an imaginative
design solution, devised and
developed for translations of
material form.
Apply critical reflection to their
own work, and the works of
others, and apply reflexive
analysis to the application of
skills and knowledge.
Present a personal and
imaginative response in
generating effective answers to
design problems, responding
to recognised theories and
justifying creative decisions in
a professional manner.

B2

Understand and appreciate the
process of design from concept to
completion.

Level 5
Respond creatively to a given set of
design problems and follow the
design process through from
inception to completion with due
regard to time and budgetary
constraints.
Record the origin and development
of the design process, as the
concept translates to material form.

B3

Identify sources of influence and
recognise characteristics associated
with leading exponents or schools of
thought relating to the discipline.

Develop a critical appreciation of the
works of others, and identify its
influence within the subject
discipline.

Use reflective practice and
evaluative approaches to inform
rational judgments on own/others
work.

B4

Understand design principles when
exploring solutions to problems
associated with the interior
environment.

Demonstrate knowledge of
concepts, theories, and professional
practice when designing for the
identified environment.

Applying recognised theories to the
problems identified in an interior
environment, and evaluate the
effectiveness of the solution.

B1

Subject skills
Level 4
C1 Understand and apply a range of
methods for exploring and
developing answers to design
problems, and for sharing concepts
with third parties.

Level 5
Produce visual designs, practical
prototypes, and maquette ideas for
the development of the architectural
interiors

Level 6
Design, develop and justify
exclamatory design work in the
evolution and the advancement of a
concept.

C2

Communicate effectively through
visual, verbal and written means.

Generate ideas and critically defend
them.

Apply reflective practice to the
revision and enhancement of ideas
generated to resolve a design
problem.

C3

Demonstrate an understanding of
problem solving using imaginative
processes of visualisation.

Identify and incorporate the needs
of third parties when proposing
design solutions to identify problems.

Produce effective and creative
solutions to complex and challenging
problems with regard to the
budgetary constraints and limitations
of time.

C4

Identify and describe matters of
significant influence when reviewing
their own design work and the
design work of others.

Create designs that carefully
address challenging issues for the
effective redevelopment of an
identified space, and record the
design development process.

Design successful interior
environments that demonstrate a
comprehensive understanding of
the subject both in visual and in
technological terms.

C5

Synthesise ideas with appropriate
techniques for visualisation and
manufacture.

Test and explore design ideas
through a range of media to identify
interesting and effective Solutions to
problems.

Produce finished artwork; make
models, maquettes and finalised
designs in response to project
assignments.

Level 6 Honours Degree
Create inventive and
imaginative visual designs
using appropriate media to
permit critical analysis of the
design within the context of
professional practice, and
suitability for the intended
application.
Applying reflexive analysis to
the design solutions generated
as answers to problems, and
justify the creative solution
identified.
Rationalise and organise
complex or dynamic situations
in which the design proposal is
developed, and justify the
project outcome in relation to
all identified parameters.
Innovate solutions that really
define an interior space
through the sensitive and
imaginative use of materials
and technology, Recording the
critical decision making
process.
Complete finished artworks in
accordance to deadlines,
justify and defend creative
intentions, and critically
evaluate effectiveness of work
presented.

Subject skills
Level 4
C6 Recognise and identify a range
appropriate techniques to be used in
the studio setting when exploring, or
developing ideas.

Level 5
Use CAD and IT applications
effectively, to support mainstream
subject study.

Practical, professional and employability skills
Level 4
Level 5
D1 Identify and understand a variety of
Explore and analyse professional
professionally focused learning
skills delivered through professional
opportunities.
lectures, visits, exhibition and site
observation.
D2

Level 6
Effectively apply a range of design
skills to develop and explore ways of
visually communicating.

Level 6 Honours Degree
Critically analyse design
problems and develop the
rationale for design
communicated through the
most appropriate means of
visualisation.

Level 6
Evaluate and reflect on effectiveness
and delivery of technical details.

Level 6 Honours Degree
Investigate practitioners,
craftspeople and suppliers and
makers, to examine how best
practice can inform
professional skills.
Research and analyse
professional documentation,
CDM, codes of practice,
planning law to inform project
work
Document and instigate
conclusions drawn through
personal development plans to
inform professional skills and a
focused approach to the field.
Develop a comprehensive
knowledge and confidence in
communicating delivery to
clients across conceptual,
practical and professional
criteria.
To demonstrate use of CAD to
a professional standard in an
imaginative and practical
manner.

Recognise the roles of other
professionals within the industry.
Identify the basic scheduling of the
professional delivery of a design
project.
Explore the collaborative nature of
studio practice, noting individual and
group activity.

Document and collate information
from professional sources and
suppliers to support project work.

D4

Understand the process of taking a
brief and demonstrate ability to
communicate to clients the
strategies to be explored and
instigated.

Explore language and presentation
from the clients viewpoint, making
rational judgements as to the modes
of presentation.

Evaluate the effectiveness of
presentations to clients and
differentiate data for contractors,
planners and other professional
bodies.

D5

Explore Sketch Up and hand-drawn
techniques in project presentation

Develop further Sketch Up skills,
CAD applications and
scheduling/costing software.

Apply CAD and appropriate software
to project presentations, detailed
schedules and design specifications

D3

Engage in studio discussion
exploring and critiquing own and
peer interim submission of project
work.

Demonstrate comprehensive
knowledge of technical detailing,
permissions and procedures relevant
to professional delivery of a design
project.
Reflect and analyse studio critiques,
peer assessment and record the
evaluation of assessment feedback.

BA (Hons) Garden Design

A1

Knowledge and understanding
Level 4
Appreciate and recognise key
historical and contextual reference
points, for the development of
concepts and ideas.

A2

Develop conceptual solutions to
design problems based on the study
and appreciation of the works of
others.

A3

Recognise key processes, and
identify key exponents or
applications of the process within the
field of practice.

A4

Identify key examples of design
solutions within a sociocultural
context.

Level 5
Identify and apply historical and
contextual influences through the
development of solutions is to design
problems.

Level 6
Apply and evaluate the influence of
historical and sociocultural
influences in the development of
new ideas and to devise design
solutions for gardens

Synthesise own ideas with influential
material gathered in the
development and the advancement
of a design solution by investigation
and enquiry into the wider field of
practice.
Understand key processes and
professional techniques and practice
relevant to the layout and design of
built environments and the structures
and planting placed within them.

Evaluate the effectiveness of the
design solution by application within
the context of the problem, and in
relation to research materials of
influence.

Appreciate and utilise contextual
information in the formation of
concepts in Informing the design
process.

Recognise the role of the design
process and the development of
ideas within cultural, ecological and
social contexts, particularly with
regard to global influences.

Demonstrate familiarity with key
processes and professional practice
through familiarity with the
application in developing design
solutions to problems.

Level 6 Honours Degree
Develop deep knowledge of
design and its historical
influences and to recognize
the process through which the
design of gardens
evolved in response to social,
cultural and technological
changes.
Combine research and design
and skills in the development
of creative ideas for external
environments and the
materials employed within
them.
To apply, evaluate, and refine
key production processes and
professional techniques of
practice, in the development of
innovative garden design
solutions.
Contextualise and justify
design decisions by reference
to external influences evident
within the design process.
Synthesise sociocultural
influences with design best
practice.

Intellectual skills
Level 4
Recognise and comprehend the
relationship between a client and a
practitioner, developing an
appreciation of collaborative design.

B2

Understand and appreciate the
process of design from concept to
completion.

Level 5
Respond creatively to a given set of
design problems and follow the
design process through from
inception to completion with due
regard to time and budgetary
constraints.
Record the origin and development
of the design process, as the
concept translates to material form.

B3

Identify sources of influence and
recognise characteristics associated
with leading exponents or schools of
thought relating to the discipline.

Develop a critical appreciation of the
works of others, and identify its
influence within the subject
discipline.

Use reflective practice and
evaluative approaches to inform
rational judgments on own/others
work.

B4

Understand design principles when
exploring solutions to problems
associated with the exterior
environment.

Demonstrate knowledge of concepts,
theories, and professional practice
when designing for the identified
environment.

Applying recognised theories to the
problems identified in the exterior
environment, and evaluate the
effectiveness of the solution.

B1

Level 6
Operate professionally with due
regard to external parameters, such
as legislation and the needs of third
parties, in the development and the
advancement of design solutions.

Level 6 Honours Degree
Innovate creative and
individualistic solutions to
design problems, incorporating
the requirements of third
parties and stakeholders.

Develop individual and imaginative
solutions as response to themes,
ideas and narratives.

Analyse and evaluate the
effectiveness of an imaginative
design solution, devised and
developed for translations of
material form.
Apply critical reflection to their
own work, and the works of
others, and apply reflexive
analysis to the application of
skills and knowledge.
Present a personal and
imaginative response in
generating effective answers
to design problems,
responding to recognised
theories and justifying creative
decisions in a professional
manner.

Subject skills
Level 4
C1 Understand and apply a range of
methods for exploring and
developing answers to design
problems, and for sharing concepts
with third parties.

Level 5
Produce visual designs, practical
prototypes, and maquette ideas for
the development of gardens.

Level 6
Design, develop and justify
exclamatory design work in the
evolution and the advancement of a
concept.

C2

Communicate effectively through
visual, verbal and written means.

Generate ideas and critically defend
them.

Apply reflective practice to the
revision and enhancement of ideas
generated to resolve a design
problem.

C3

Demonstrate an understanding of
problem solving using imaginative
processes of visualisation.

Identify and incorporate the needs
of third parties when proposing
design solutions to identify problems.

C4

Identify and describe matters of
significant influence when reviewing
their own design work and the
design work of others.

Create designs that carefully
address challenging issues for the
effective redevelopment of an
identified space, and record the
design development process.

Produce effective and creative
solutions to complex and challenging
problems with regard to the
budgetary constraints and limitations
of time.
Design successful garden
environments that demonstrate a
comprehensive understanding of the
subject both in visual and in
technological terms.

C5

Synthesise ideas with appropriate
techniques for visualisation and
manufacture.

Test and explore design ideas
through a range of media to identify
interesting and effective solutions to
problems.

Produce finished artwork; make
models, maquettes and finalised
designs in response to project
assignments.

C6

Recognise and identify a range
appropriate techniques to be used in

Use CAD and IT applications
effectively, to support mainstream
subject study.

Effectively apply a range of design
skills to develop and explore ways of
visually communicating.

Level 6 Honours Degree
Create inventive and
imaginative visual designs
using appropriate media to
permit critical analysis of the
design within the context of
professional practice, and
suitability for the intended
application.
Applying reflexive analysis to
the design solutions generated
as answers to problems, and
justify the creative solution
identified.
Rationalise and organise
complex or dynamic situations
in which the design proposal is
developed, and justify the
project outcome in relation to
all identified parameters.
Innovate solutions that really
define a space through the
sensitive and imaginative use
of materials and technology,
Recording the critical decision
making process.
Complete finished artworks in
accordance to deadlines,
justify and defend creative
intentions, and critically
evaluate effectiveness of work
presented.
Critically analyse design
problems and develop the
rationale for design

Subject skills
Level 4
the studio setting when exploring, or
developing ideas.

Level 5

Practical, professional and employability skills
Level 4
Level 5
D1 Identify and understand a variety of
Explore and analyse professional
professionally focused learning
skills delivered through professional
opportunities.
lectures, visits, exhibition and site
observation.
D2

Level 6

Level 6 Honours Degree
communicated through the
most appropriate means of
visualisation.

Level 6
Evaluate and reflect on effectiveness
and delivery of technical details.

Level 6 Honours Degree
Investigate practitioners,
craftspeople and suppliers and
makers, to examine how best
practice can inform
professional skills.
Research and analyse
professional documentation,
codes of practice and planning
law to inform project work.

Recognise the roles of other
professionals within the industry.
Identify the basic scheduling of the
professional delivery of a design
project.
Explore the collaborative nature of
studio practice, noting individual and
group activity.

Document and collate information
from professional sources and
suppliers to support project work.

D4

Understand the process of taking a
brief and demonstrate ability to
communicate to clients the
strategies to be explored and
instigated.

Explore language and presentation
from the clients viewpoint, making
rational judgements as to the modes
of presentation.

Evaluate the effectiveness of
presentations to clients and
differentiate data for contractors,
planners and other professional
bodies.

D5

Explore Sketch Up and hand-drawn
techniques in project presentation

Develop further Sketch Up skills,
CAD applications and
scheduling/costing software.

Apply CAD and appropriate software
to project presentations, detailed
schedules and design specifications

D3

Engage in studio discussion
exploring and critiquing own and
peer interim submission of project
work.

Demonstrate comprehensive
knowledge of technical detailing,
permissions and procedures relevant
to professional delivery of a design
project.
Reflect and analyse studio critiques,
peer assessment and record the
evaluation of assessment feedback.

Document and instigate
conclusions drawn through
personal development plans to
inform professional skills and a
focused approach to the field.
Develop a comprehensive
knowledge and confidence in
communicating delivery to
clients across conceptual,
practical and professional
criteria.
To demonstrate use of CAD to
a professional standard in an
imaginative and practical
manner.

19 Curriculum matrix
BA (Hons) Architectural Interior Design

Level 6

Level 5

Level 4

Module Title

Core or
option?
Core

A1

A2

A3

A4

B1

B2

B3

B4

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5



☐

☐





☐

☐

☐

☐



☐



☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

Core

☐

☐





☐



☐



☐

☐



☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐



☐

Core



☐

☐

☐







☐

☐





☐

☐

☐

☐

☐



☐



Initial Design
L4 (20 credits)

Core

☐



☐

☐



☐



☐









☐

☐





☐



☐

Communication and
Analysis Architectural
Interior Design
L5 (20 credits)
Architectural Interior
Design
L5 (40 credits)
Interior detail &
Professional Practice
L5 (20 credits)
Commercial Architectural
Interior Design &
Structural Analysis
L5 (40 credits)

Core

☐



















☐

















Core





☐























☐







☐

Core

☐





☐



☐

☐

☐







☐

☐







☐

☐

☐

Core

☐



☐



☐



















☐





☐

☐

Major Design Project 1
L6 (60 credits)

Core

☐



☐







☐















☐

☐







Major Design Project 2
L6 (40 credits)

Core

☐











☐















☐









Major Project Written
Report
L6 (20 credits)

Core



☐

☐



☐

☐



☐

☐



☐

☐

☐

☐

☐





☐

☐

Intro to Design
L4 (40 credits)
Research & Learning Skills
L4 (20 credits)
Skills for Design
L4 (40 credits)

BA (Hons) Garden Design

Level 6

Level 5

Level 4

Module
Title

Core or
option?
Core

A1

A2

A3

A4

B1

B2

B3

B4

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5



☐

☐





☐

☐



☐



☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐



☐

☐

Core

☐

☐





☐



☐



☐

☐



☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐



☐

Core

☐

☐



☐

☐

☐

☐

☐



☐



☐

☐



☐

☐

☐

☐



Core

☐



☐

☐

☐



☐







☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

Garden Design
Process
(20 credits)
Garden Design
Development &
Communication
(40 credits)
Professional
Practice for
Garden Design
L5 (20 credits)
Hard & Soft
Landscaping
(40 credits)

Core

☐









☐

☐







☐







☐

☐

☐





Core

☐





☐













☐





☐

☐

☐



☐



Core

☐

☐



☐



☐

☐



☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐











Core













☐

























Major Design
Project 1
L6 (60 credits)

Core

☐



☐







☐















☐

☐







Major Design
Project 2
(40 credits)

Core

☐











☐















☐









Major Project
Written Report
(20 credits)

Core



☐

☐



☐

☐



☐

☐



☐

☐

☐

☐

☐





☐

Intro to Design
(40 credits)
Research &
Learning Skills
(20 credits)
Skills for Design
(40 credits)
Initial Design
(20 credits)

20 Learning and teaching strategy
Students will benefit from a variety of learning and teaching strategies which have
been chosen to best suit a range of learning needs, and that are enhanced by the use
of technology where and when appropriate to do so. Methods of delivery will be aimed
at achieving the acquisition of relevant knowledge and understanding in order to
develop an informed insight into current practice. The programmes will develop
through a combination of lectures, presentations, studio based group activities, live
projects, guided reflection and independent study. In accordance with sound
educational research and current best practice, the programmes will be delivered
through a broad range of learning and teaching strategies. From the very beginning
students will start to take responsibility for their own learning and will become actively
engaged in a variety of teaching and learning processes.
Students will be encouraged to develop their observational skills and to analyse their
own practice and that of others. They will investigate which factors are influential in
the design for interior or exterior spaces as appropriate, and how these can impact on
the user experience of a define space or garden. The teaching approach will often be
project based and participatory with students expected to take a full and responsible
part in their learning opportunity. Prior reading and design development will be
specified and will be necessary for most sessions, as indicated during a module
launch meeting.
Throughout the programmes, students will be encouraged to reflect critically on their
own work and work of others in written situations and through studio critique; to listen
carefully to the views of others; to question values and opinions; to investigate
evidence and draw their own, informed conclusions. They will evaluate the ways in
which knowledge and understanding, developed through the different modules, may
be linked to practice in their ‘client’s’ needs. They will be encouraged to progress as
independent learners and to develop the skills of collaboration and negotiation as
each level of study is addressed. The learning and teaching experience, both
theoretically and practically, will offer a range of opportunities to develop the skills of
the reflective practitioner, a theme which is integral throughout all modules within both
programmes.
In line with the Art and Design sector, the majority of modules are centred around
portfolio/coursework where students will submit a range of work which may include
sketchbooks, design sheets, finished artwork, 3D work, screen based work,
technical/production files, journals, audio-visual presentations and on site
developments. As with sector norms, coursework does not specify indicative word
count, instead the students have defined assignments within each module which
make explicit the aims, assessment requirements and learning outcomes for each
project.
The objectives aligning to the programme aims are to develop in our students an
understanding of design as it relates to the domestic and commercial sphere, together
with the capability to evaluate site and functional constraints, and evolve design
solutions through critical analysis and research. Students develop spatial awareness,
the capability to organise space with a knowledge and understanding of ergonomics
and an ability to handle interior and exterior decorative elements, materials, soils,
landscape elements and plants, according to their discipline. A personal expressive
interpretation of using materials, finishes, lighting, colour, historical research and the
means of visual communication and presentation are encouraged.
The levels of study are designed to build on student skills and prior learning within the

cohesive structure of the programme; to challenge the student as they experience a
creative design based subject. The modules in each level comprise a systematic and
incremental development of knowledge and understanding of critical thinking, design
theory and application to practical tasks, as students progress through levels.
Each module comprises a number of elements, referred to as projects. Each project
enables a student to address the learning outcomes identified in the module
specification. The attainment of the learning outcomes will be the measurement of
success used in the assessment process. The modules will at times be supported by
guest speakers and professional practitioners who provide relevant industry
knowledge but do not take part in student assessment.
The modules and design projects are developed through studio teaching relating to a
series of subject discipline lectures. The studio sessions are intensive and work on
the basis of close and personalised tuition. They form the backbone of learning at the
Inchbald and are the quality of the teaching - our main strength. This aligns with the
teaching strategies in the university’s School of Creative Arts. Tutoring encourages
individuality of expression, self-awareness and subject discipline and sets ambitious
targets in terms of individual achievement. In addition, these projects are supported
by tutorials (interim critiques), to check individual student progress.
The level 4 stage establishes the introduction to design principles and philosophy,
design analysis and development, and to the interpretation of the project or client
brief, as well as client liaison, especially in relation to the domestic market. Detailed
and specified scheme design is undertaken to include the introduction of the basic
design elements, such as site appraisal and interpretation, survey, light, colour and
texture, hard materials, together with furnishings and fitments, planting and soil, as is
appropriate to the discipline. The techniques of technical draughting and three
dimensional visualisation are introduced and gradually developed, alongside
rendering skills.
Orthographic projection and drawing techniques are part of the curriculum at the start
of trimester 1, as part of the introductory projects, if it is felt at interview that students
can benefit from further development of drawing skills, study prior to the start of the
course can be discussed.
Level 5 provides students with commercial design briefs, with more complex planning,
structural and technical problems, which demands greater design skills to produce an
original solution, balancing aesthetic and practical considerations. A more dynamic
graphic approach to both sketch and final design presentation is required to market
commercial concepts.
Within the programmes, modules are structured to allow students to develop
individually. This process is supported by a tutorial system centred on an academic
tutor system. Tutorials are an essential part of the monitoring and guidance
mechanism within the programme, as well as a means by which the student learns,
and the academic tutor will be a member of the programme team. Academic tutors
are available to discuss both academic and / or programme issues during studio time
and can be contacted by email as well as set tutorial appointments. Personal tutors
will be assigned to students to consider the pastoral aspects of the student
experience.
Academic tutors have an important role in helping to make clear the requirements of
the programme and to assist students in the establishment of individual learning
patterns. Students’ work will be reviewed and discussed in the broader context of their

career aspirations, particularly in level 6 studies, as the student demonstrates greater
levels of autonomy.
The majority of the students’ workload will maintain a balance between theory and
practice, and will be supported by theoretical aspects which underpin and inform their
study. Most modules will commence with a key lecture or module launch and will then
involve students in information gathering (research methodology) and further design
development through reflective practice.
The understanding and development of the design projects are underpinned by the
approach to “knowing” the site. Research across a number of theoretical approaches
to the ‘habitation of space’ is discussed in lectures, where students will be introduced
to key texts, and during project analysis in studio. Students are required to elucidate
their design development with primary and secondary research, addressing
precedence, peer review and issues current in contemporary design. Students will
present the written and oral development of concepts alongside the delivery of the
design.
Those modules which require the development of practical skills, will have teaching
methods that help students to gain proficiency in these areas. For example, modules
which involve improving their professional practice or management skills might involve
them in making visits to other settings. Visits to course related exhibitions will be
encouraged. These visits will be funded by the individuals unless stated otherwise,
and so are advisory but not compulsory. The student is made aware of this additional
expectation at interview and in their programme handbooks.
Becoming a graduate is not just about collecting grades at the end of the programme.
It is about personal development, becoming an independent learner, a self-starter and
someone who is prepared to lead others and work on their own initiative. The
programme is also about developing these all-important personal skills.
All students will be inducted in and encouraged to use the Inchbald’s VLE linking to
the University’s Moodle site, and the use of technology will be implemented to
enhance teaching and learning as appropriate. Students are encouraged to utilise the
VLE as a tool for developing an on-line community for learning, whether they are
studying full time at the School or working independently, as a means of supporting
classroom-based sessions as well as accessing additional / complementary lecture
materials and other information. An email address is also provided to all enrolled
students, to enhance communication between tutors, mentors, the university and
students.
The following formal agreed definitions of the learning and teaching approaches are
used within the programmes:
Direct taught time / Lectures
In all elements of the programmes, the module hours will provide the opportunity for
direct teaching with a variety of exchanges between lecturers, individual students and
/ or groups of students. Members of the teaching team will include any of the
programme leaders, module and / or subject tutors, guest speakers will enrich the
programme content as appropriate.
Tutorials
Tutorials are a significant teaching method. They are important for guiding students

through the programmes and establishing and supporting individual learning patterns.
One-to-one tutorials will provide students with the opportunity to receive constructive
feedback from tutors. They are also the means by which personal research may be
planned, directed and developed. They can also be used to formally communicate
provisional assessment results throughout the course of study. Tutors will also make
use of technology to formatively support students as and when opportunities arise to
do so. Students will receive an individual tutorial at least three times a year with their
academic tutor.
Critical Programme
Critiques (crits) usually occur at the end of a given assignment and allow students to
discuss with staff the comparative achievement of its aims and learning outcomes.
The crit is planned and led by staff. Projects are a significant feature of the
programme and crits are important in providing students with the opportunity to
examine work in relation to that of peers and identify common and individual
outcomes. Such groups may comprise students from both programmes who can all
contribute to the event. The purpose of group tutorials is to present work in an open
manner which encourages discussion and inquiring into work presented.
Teaching Workshops
Teaching workshops are employed, often by specialist sessional tutors, to introduce
an area of subject matter or an approach to the discipline within a short period of
intensive study time using a variety of teaching and learning methods. All sessional
staff go through the Glyndŵr University approval procedures.
Student-based Independent Learning
The concept of self-directed learning is an important part of the programme and
students will be encouraged in both studio practice and contextual research to
develop an ability to learn on their own. Through this method of learning students
develop more responsibility for and control over the setting of objectives in their work.
Various methods and resources may be employed in independent learning including
library research and reading, the use of computers, video and other visual aids, visual
and internet research and site visits, direct questioning and the testing of ideas and
opinions with members of the peer group.
Peer Group Learning
Peer group learning occurs both formally and informally during the programme. The
organisation of teaching accommodation, student work spaces, seminar groups etc. is
designed to encourage this interchange of ideas and opinion.

21 Work based/placement learning statement
Both architectural interior design and garden design are vocational subjects, and the
curriculum has been developed to provide the student with vocationally relevant
experiences. There are no formal placement opportunities within the curriculum of
either programme, but vocational learning experiences are throughout the curriculum
at all three levels.

Whilst a work placement is not a requirement, the Inchbald School of Design is well
networked within the professional fields, and can introduce students to professionals
who may offer a vocational placement. This is encouraged where a direct relationship
between study and employment opportunity is evident, however, it would be
impossible to assure every student a placement into the future, and therefore, the
vocational placement will be extracurricular and will not be credit bearing.
22 Welsh medium provision
The programmes will be delivered through the medium of English. Students are
entitled to submit assessments in the medium of Welsh.
23 Assessment strategy
Assessment is continuous and relates to all aspects of the modules’ learning
outcomes and the programme it comprises. The student will be assessed at the
predetermined assessment points in the academic calendar and will be required to be
ready to present evidence of learning to an assessment team. A module may contain
more than one project in order to visit the full range of learning outcomes.
Formative assessment normally takes place during assignments and may take place
at any suitable point, especially in long assignments within a module where progress
needs to be sustained. Assessment is designed to enable students to participate in
the measurement of their own progress by experienced staff and also to judge their
level within their peer group. This can be achieved through group interaction with
critical analysis (group critiques) during which students will submit a range of work.
This range may include sketchbooks, design sheets, finished artwork, 3D work,
screen based work, technical/production files, journals, essays and audio-visual
presentations and on site developments.
Formative assessment feedback forms have been useful in helping students to learn
about the assessment criteria and learning outcomes as they progress and become
used to the assessment process. They will acquire responsibility for tracking and
recording their learning and assessment against the same learning outcomes
introduced at the start of the assignment. Assessment feedback also helps students
plan their next body of work in negotiation with their tutors. Students are encouraged
to provide written evaluations at the end of modules, which consolidates the learning
in the mind of the student. This is particularly important to students who wish
developing their critical analysis and readiness for higher-level study.
Details of assessment are provided to students in their course handbooks. The
degree classification grids provide students with descriptive statements explaining
how assessment decisions are arrived at under the main criteria assessment
calculation.
Assessment criteria are directly linked to individual module learning outcomes and are
presented to students at the start of the module through key lectures. Defined aims,
assessment requirements and learning outcomes are detailed in each module
descriptor and made explicit on project brief sheets.
The assessment teams, including the University Academic Link, will hold assessment
monitoring meetings to discuss student progression, consider how best to support
their progress, share good practice, identify problems and take any remedial action
that may be necessary before summative assessments. These monitoring meetings

also ensure parity and equivalence of assessment across the awards in each subject
area through samples and moderation.
The Inchbald School of Design will align with Glyndŵr University’s Assessment board
structure both in assessment points and presentation of marks to be considered at the
appropriate University boards.
Two-tier assessment boards will be held at the University and the Inchbald School of
Design will be invited to participate. Decisions on performance are taken by the
Module Assessment Boards and Progression and Award Boards. The University is
responsible for ensuring that all results are entered onto the University's student
record system (SITS). The External Examiner will be present or have made a
statement of sampling evidence relating to any marks submitted to a board meeting.
Any release of results by the Inchbald School of Design is provisional until ratified by
the University.
The University will provide a certificate of award if appropriate, and a transcript of
results to all students who have successfully completed modules of study leading to
awards of the University. A transcript alone is provided to those who leave without
completing a full award.
Assignment and independent work
Formal assignments are set for each of the modules. For each set assignment,
students will receive a specification which will define the activities to be undertaken
and the targets to be realised. The assignment will include a set of marking criteria to
help the students to plan their work effectively. Students will need to work
independently and make use of many of the same strategies as indicated above. The
marked work will include an analysis by the marking tutor of the strengths and
weaknesses of the assignment.
Upon submission of design project briefs, the learning outcomes are graded, it is not
converted into a module percentage mark until submission at summative assessment
points reporting to the assessment boards. The marking process is extensive and in
depth as it is considered, together with studio tuition, essential to the success of the
programme and to the students’ own understanding of design.
The formative assessment grade is accompanied with written qualitative comments
incorporating analytical and constructive information, which is intended to be as
objective as possible. The students receive the comments together with an overall
letter grade (A,B,C,D,E,F) and the students will record and file their grades as part of
their own development records. The module leaders normally return these formative
grades before the start of the next relevant part of subsequent projects within 3 weeks
of submission.
All assessment decisions provide opportunity for tutorial guidance and students are
invited to discuss their grades in order to clarify or expand any issues.
All assessments are internally moderated and are not the decision of one academic.
The University’s policies and procedures for academic misconduct (including
plagiarism and cheating in exams), appeals and extenuating circumstances will apply.
Minor cases of plagiarism will be reported by the Inchbald School of Design to the
University and the link tutor informed, and the University will investigate all major
cases. In the case of academic appeals, the Inchbald School of Design will check

whether the appeal criteria are met in liaison with the Link Tutor and the appeal will
then be accepted into the process which will be managed by the University.
The Inchbald School of Design’s procedures regarding student complaints will apply
in the first instance. However, students may refer a complaint to the University if they
are dissatisfied with the outcome of the School’s procedure. In both cases the Link
Tutor will be informed.
Student Appeals against an assessment decision may only be permitted in
accordance with the Glyndŵr University regulations.
Complaints and Appeals will follow the Glyndŵr University procedure until a
conclusion is drawn.
All projects must be submitted on time unless it can be shown that extenuating
circumstances have intervened and having been communicated to the relevant
programme leader and link tutor, or if requiring a significant adjust in assessment
date, referred to the University’s Extenuating Circumstances Committee. Cases of
extenuating circumstances will follow the Glyndŵr University procedure. It is the
responsibility of each student to produce documentary evidence of such
circumstances. Late submissions under these conditions, and having been confirmed
as acceptable extenuating circumstance, will be marked as a first attempt.

Module code &
title

Assessment type
and weighting

Assessment loading

ARA401 Introduction
to Design

100% Coursework

ARA402 Research
and Learning Skills
ARA403 Skills for
Design

100% Coursework

Oral presentation
Group presentation
Design Work and detailed report
Oral and written evaluation

ARA404 Initial
Design

100% Coursework

ARA503
Communication and
Analysis
Architectural Interior
Design
ARA501
Architectural Interior
Design

100% Coursework

ARA509 Garden
Design Development
and Communication

100% Coursework

100% Coursework

100% Coursework

Present Project work/ sketchbook
/ worksheets
Oral and written evaluation
Present finished Design Work
/materials / supported research /
worksheets
Oral presentation
Present Project Work sketchbook
/ written and collated supported
research material / worksheets
and rendering designs
Written and oral presentation
Present Design Work /
sketchbook / written and collated
supported research material /
worksheets
Written evaluation
Oral presentations
Oral presentation
Present Design Work /
sketchbooks / research material /
collated support

Indicative
submission
date
Tri 3

Tri 3
Tri 1

Tri 1

Tri 2

Tri 2

Tri 2

ARA502
Commercial
Architectural Interior
Design and
Structural Analysis
ARA505 Interior
Detail and
Professional
Practice
ARA511 Hard and
Soft Landscaping

100% Coursework

ARA506
Professional
Practice for Garden
Design
ARA510 Garden
Design Process

100% Coursework

ARA611 Major
Design Project 1

100% Coursework

ARA612 Major
Design Project 2

100% Coursework

ARA613 Major
Project Written
Report

100% Written
Report

50% Coursework
50% Coursework

100% Coursework

100% Coursework

Present sketchbook / written and
collated supported research
material / worksheets
Detailed report
Oral presentations
Oral presentations
Present Project work / schedules /
costings / detailed work / research
/ Sketchbooks / workbooks
Present Project work / sketchbook
/ written and collated supported
research material / worksheets
Written evaluation and oral
presentation
Present reports / work sheets and
research

Tri 3

Oral presentation
Written evaluation
Present Project work / written and
collated supported research
material / worksheets
Present sketchbook / written and
collated supported research
material / worksheets
Written evaluation and oral
presentation
Present sketchbook / written and
collated supported research
material / worksheets
Written evaluation
Oral 30 minutes
5,000 words

Tri 2

Tri 3

Tri 3

Tri 3

Tri 2

Tri 3

Tri 3

Levels 4/5 Indicative Assessment Schedule (AID and GD Departments)
LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

May
Intro to Design
L4 (40 credits)

Jun
e
D1
A

Research &
Learning Skills
L4 (20 credits)
Skills for
Design
L4 (40 credits)

July

Aug

TRIMESTER ONE
Sept

Oct

No
v

Dec

TRIMESTER TWO
Jan

Feb

April

May

June

July

R2

R3
D5

Aug

R1
D1
B

Initial Design
L4 (20 credits)

Wo
rk
Bo
ok
D3
A

D2

Communicatio
n and Analysis
Architectural
Interior Design
L5 (20 credits)
Architectural
Interior Design
L5 (40 credits)
Interior detail
& Professional
Practice
L5 (20 credits)
Commercial
Architectural
Design &
Structural
Analysis
L5 (40 credits)

D3
B

W
or
k
Bo
ok
D4

D5
Exh
ibiti
on

Cert HE 120 credits

LEVEL 6
TRIMESTER TWO
Jan

Feb
D6A

Mar

Apr

Portfoli
o
Prepara
tion for
Employ
ment

Dip HE 240 credits

Level 6

Major Design
Unit 1
L6 (60 credits)

Mar

TRIMESTER THREE

TRIMESTER THREE
May

June

July

Aug

D6
B

Major Project
Design Unit 2
L6 (40 credits)

D7
Exhib
ition

Major Project
Written Report
L6 (20 credits)

BA Hons 360 credits

Portf
olio
Prep
arati
on
Re
po
rt

Sept

SEMESTER BREAK REQUIRED TO RECOVER AND PROGRESS
TO L6

TIRMESTER THREE

24 Assessment regulations
Regulations for initial undergraduate modular degrees, diplomas, certificates and
foundation degrees.
Derogations
1.
Students who have been unsuccessful are allowed one further attempt in each
element of assessment in order to redeem failure at levels 4, 5 and 6.
2.
A student can only progress to the next level of study if 120 credits at the
previous level have been passed (derogation from regulations may apply). However,
a student may commence study at the next level trailing 40 credits at the lower level
provided that:
•
80 credits at that level have been passed
•
All assessment elements on the failed module(s) have been attempted
•
All prerequisite modules have been passed.
A student trailing credits must pass the module at a subsequent occasion to satisfy
the requirements of the award. A student may trail 40 credits only into the next level
of study and must pass the 40 credits by the end of that level of study, in order to
proceed further.
Non-credit bearing assessment
There is no non-credit bearing compulsory element in either programme.
Borderline classifications (for undergraduate programmes only)
In considering borderline cases the Assessment Board shall raise the classification to
the next level if all of the following criteria are met:


At least 50% of the credits at level 6 fall within the higher classification



All level 6 modules must have been passed at the first attempt

 The mark achieved for the Major Design Project 1 or other substantial
module is within the higher classification
Restrictions for trailing modules (for taught masters programmes only)
N/A

25 Programme Management
Programme leaders
BA hons Architectural Interior Design programme: Course Director: Alan
Hughes
BA hons Garden Design programme: Course Director: Andrew Duff
Programme team
Module leaders:

AID: Alan Hughes, Tony Talaidoros, Piers Northam

Module leaders: GD: Andrew Duff, Marcus Green, Michelle Wake
Quality, Relationship and Operational management
Glyndŵr University Academic Link: Stephen Hitchin
Glyndŵr University Collaborative Partnership Officer: Teresa Cox
Technician and administrative support: The School has a dedicated technician,
who provides support to both courses in terms of projectors, screens, maintenance of
drawing boards and other studio furniture. The computer facilities are covered by a
dedicated technician.
Academic Link
The Academic Link from Glyndŵr University will be responsible for liaison regarding
all aspects of provision in ensuring that the programme is delivered in accordance
with the required quality and standards of Glyndŵr University by providing assistance
to the Inchbald School of Design’s Course Directors in these areas. The Academic
Link will report to the Head of School of Creative Arts at the University.
The overarching responsibilities of the link role is to foster a culture of collaboration
between the partner and University staff and maintain regular contact and dialogue
with the staff and students engaged on the collaborative programme which will
normally involve two visits to the partner each year. The main aims of visits are to:


maintain and develop links with colleagues and students at the
Inchbald and School of Creative Arts;



to monitor the quality assurance arrangements for the programme;



to discuss the management and operation of the programme;



to address any other issues identified by Glyndŵr University

An Academic Link Report should be completed after each official visit and a copy of
the report should be sent to the Collaborative Partnerships Manager, the Head of
School and for the attention of the Programme team, as appropriate.
The Course Directors at the Inchbald School of Design (known as Programme
Leaders at the University) have day to day responsibility on behalf of the Inchbald

School of Design to ensure that the academic quality and standards of the awards
validated by Glyndŵr University are maintained to the standard required by the
University, and will hold regular programme team meetings. It is the team’s
responsibility to be familiar with university regulations.
It is the normal expectation that programme meetings will take place on all
programmes at least once per trimester or equivalent time period. It is the
responsibility of the Inchbald School of Design Course Directors in liaison with the
Glyndŵr University Academic Link tutor to arrange meetings at suitable points in each
trimester or equivalent time period.
The Academic Link will require a full monitoring and evaluation report on the operation
of the programmes on an annual basis, tied in with Glyndŵr University’s own review
procedures.
The Course Directors and Link Tutor at the Inchbald School of Design have
responsibility for admissions, supported by other member of the programme team.
The programme team will be involved in open day events and interviewing applicants.
The Course Director has responsibility for the administration, co-ordination,
monitoring and review of the programme, meeting the definition of Programme Leader
at the university. This includes in collaboration with the Glyndŵr University Academic
Link Tutor.
Quality Assurance
The programme will come under the auspices of all of Glyndŵr University’s Quality
Assurance systems and the University will be responsible for the academic quality of
the provision, together with central administrative support. The university will provide
the pro forma to capture the measurement of quality and enhancement relating to
both programmes.
Within each faculty, internal committees are convened. In the Interior Faculty, the
Faculty and Course Director is joined by the Director of Garden Design and when
relevant the Director of Interior Decoration and Project Coordinators in considering the
direction of the course in academic and teaching terms. This meeting normally takes
place immediately after the end of trimester 2 when the course questionnaires and the
student review sessions have taken place. At least two senior tutors would also be
invited to this meeting. The Faculty and other Course Directors meet with the
Principal on a regular basis to co- ordinate the general and academic business of the
School. Operational business relating to the course is undertaken at the Faculty
meeting level. A wide range of issues are discussed in this forum, and student
representatives are welcome to the first part of meetings in order to air their views
direct to staff. As the Inchbald operates as a limited company, the Board of Directors
also meets once per month on a formal basis. Financial and management issues are
covered in these meetings, but there is feedback to and from other committees.
Programmes for validation by Glyndŵr University are jointly developed with the
academic link and internally tested for academic cohesion and levels of achievement
by reference to external benchmarks such as QAA and Glyndŵr guidelines and
Glyndŵr University regulations.

Research and scholarship activity
The Inchbald School is concerned that its teaching and learning methodologies
continue to develop and to this end, all staff will be actively engaged in the
development of issues relevant to the delivery of the curriculum. The School
maintains a high reputation for the delivery of professional courses but sees the
strengthening of the academic ethos and infrastructure as significant issues.
The staff development strengthens our academic work and imbues in our staff an
understanding of the university context of the teaching and learning environment,
suitable for study. This is seen as a key issue for future development.
The Inchbald School is committed to the advancement of its academic staff profile,
particularly in the context of study for higher degrees. There is a commitment to
establishing a research culture within the School, centred on the belief that
appropriate activities stimulate and keep curriculum delivery fresh. As a part of this,
staff will be encouraged to attend relevant academic conferences and to engage in
activity that has a professional bias. Financial support will be made available for these
purposes.
The Glyndŵr University Academic Link is available to advise in the following areas:
• Assessment • Quality Assurance • Standards • Teaching & Learning • Reporting
Methods • Appeals
The broader staff development strategy, directly related to the subject, is identified as
follows: • Ensuring that all staff are familiar with Glyndŵr University practices and
procedures • Facilitating opportunities for staff to experience undergraduate and
post-graduate delivery within other universities
• Forming a staff development steering group under the chairmanship of the Course
Director • Encouraging members of staff to study for higher degrees • Further
developing an academic profile which has an improved percentage of staff with higher
degree qualifications • Facilitating a situation where staff can participate in their own
professional and creative
Development
The Dean maintains links with FIDR, BIID, IIDA. The Principal maintains links with
BIID and IE council and the Interior Decoration Course Director maintains links with
BIID.
The Garden Course Director has links with SGD.
From time to time, the Dean, Course Director or Principal, may join a lecture to
assess the quality of information giving and delivery.
In general, the appraisal of teaching staff at the Inchbald is an ongoing process. The
Course Director discusses progress on an informal basis with tutors and lecturers,
often working on the basis of feedback from the course reviews and course
questionnaires. The core teaching group works together very much as a team and
problems and difficulties are dealt with as they arise.

Key tutors involved in the course reviews generally meet at the time of the review to
discuss the student comments and findings. The end of year review is particularly
successful in this way in raising points that may be used in future staff appraisal.
The Course Director regularly takes part in studio teaching sessions and, as a result,
is able to assess this area of the course on a regular basis.

26 Learning support
Institutional level support for students
The University has a range of departments that offer the support for students as:







Library & IT Resources
DisAbility Support Team
Counselling & Wellbeing
Student Funding and Welfare
International Welfare
Student Programmes Centre

Students are made aware of these services which are available to all Glyndŵr
University students at induction.
School support for students
An essential feature of this programme is the development of independent learners
who are capable of adopting and applying professional competencies in areas such
as design, communication of ideas, problem solving, creativity, decision making,
autonomy, self-reliance, leadership, teamwork and inter-personal relationships. In
achieving this, academic support for candidates is also a vital element of the
programme. Each student will be assigned a studio tutor, who will: (i) oversee their
progress through the programme; (ii) facilitate individual and/or small group tutorials
across the academic year. Such support will encourage a focused and progressive
approach to study, further links between theory and practice and promote reflective
practice. The studio tutor will be a member of the programme team. The role of the
studio tutor will be outlined in the Students’ Handbook to inform students.
The VLE will enhance communication between students and tutors as well as
providing access to support materials and resources to enhance lectures and private
study. The discussion forums within the VLE will offer a platform for students to
engage in discussion outside of the taught session times and to share experiences.
Much of the indicative content of modules will be placed on the VLE. Students will
have a full introduction to this resource and its use during their induction for the
programme.
Library resources are available both at the Inchbald School of Design’s sites where a
stock of relevant books and journals is in place and online via Glyndŵr University.
Increasing numbers of books are being made available electronically, students will
also be expected to access on-line journals.
Induction
It is widely recognised that students enter university from a variety of backgrounds

and broad range of experiences and whether studying full time or at distance need to
be supported through this transition. Most issues are practical in nature but may be
related to both social and academic concerns. The programme induction is designed
to address these areas. Students are strongly encouraged to attend induction events
so that they can begin the process of integration socially and academically. Within the
studio environment a range of techniques are used to help the group to find out about
each other. The programme handbook is introduced, the programme outlined and
students made aware of the avenues for pastoral support.
Programme specific support for students
The School has a library in each faculty housing some 2,000 subject relevant titles
and 30 relevant journals on subscription.
The School regularly assists students with access to specialist libraries and resources
available in Central London.
There is a full-time IT manager to facilitate scanning, printing and copying of student
work and to assist students to load and open the relevant computer aided drawing
packages required for the courses. The cost of these programmes is discounted to
the School through the supplier.
Students will also have access to the university’s VLE / Library and IT resources.
Material resources are available across both faculties with hard materials, fabrics and
paint provided by the School and by commercial design practices.
Students are personally introduced to suppliers and makers at various times across
the academic programme to facilitate the gathering of samples and sources.
There is a small shop within the School supplying drawing material and papers at a
discount price and students are supplied with a free pack of materials at the beginning
to programmes.

27 Equality and Diversity
Glyndŵr University is committed to providing access to all students and promotes
equal opportunities in compliance with the Equality Act 2010 legislation. This
programme complies fully with the University’s Equal Opportunities Policy
(http://www.glyndwr.ac.uk/en/AboutGlyndwrUniversity/Governance/TheFile,64499,en.
pdf), ensuring that everyone who has the potential to achieve in higher education is
given the chance to do so.
As set out in section 20 above, the school reflects the university’s mission to use
diverse and inclusive approaches to learning, teaching and assessment methods, to
ensure opportunity to advance is evident in the student experience at Inchbald School
of Design.

